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Horizontal well technology is a promising method for oil and gas development.
During cementing operations in horizontal wells, it was found that conventional
casing centralizers could not meet the requirements for casing cementing in
expanded wellbores. Therefore, a new type of casing centralizer needs to be
designed for horizontal well sections that have undergone enlargement. By
analyzing the most common materials currently used, 45 steel was selected
for the spring leaf of the novel casing centralizer. To evaluate the
centralization effect of the horizontal well casing centralizer, a casing
centralization degree evaluation function was established, and a wellbore-
centralizer mechanical model was proposed using the finite element method
to simulate the working conditions of the centralizer spring leaf in ϕ215.9 and
ϕ311.2 mm well sections. On this basis, a wellbore-centralizer-casing coupling
model that does not consider the effect of wellbore fluid on the casing was
established to simulate the centralization characteristics of the new casing
centralizer and traditional centralizer under different wellbore sizes. Simulation
results show that the average casing centralization degree of the new centralizer is
85.53%, while that of the traditional centralizer is 55.58%. That is, the horizontal
well casing centralizer can maintain a good centralization effect on the casing
string.
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1 Introduction

During the conventional oil and gas development processes, the quality of cementing
plays a vital role. Insufficient cementing quality can prevent the achievement of expected
production outcomes and may even lead to severe operational accidents (De Andrade and
Sangesland, 2016; Zhang and Wang, 2017; Ma et al., 2022). With the advancement of
exploration techniques in the petroleum industry in China, the development methods have
become increasingly diverse (Dao et al., 2023). Among these methods, the utilization of
horizontal wells and large-scale hydraulic fracturing has emerged as a significant solution for
petroleum resource development (Lei et al., 2022; 2021). Additionally, as conventional oil
and gas reservoirs deplete, there is growing attention towards the development of
unconventional oil and gas reservoirs (Jiao, 2019; Al-Shami et al., 2021). In the ongoing
exploration of unconventional reservoirs, the implementation of large-scale multistage
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hydraulic fracturing has become a crucial approach for exploiting
these resources (Jia et al., 2012; Jia and Tian, 2012; Li et al., 2020).

Casing centralization refers to the degree of alignment between
the casing axis and the wellbore axis. The proper centration of casing
is crucial for the quality of subsequent cementing operations. The
use of casing centralizers is the only tool for maintaining casing
centralization and safeguarding cementing quality (Sabins, 1990; Liu
and Weber, 2012; Sanchez et al., 2012). However, conventional
centralizers face technical limitations when employed in wellbore
sections with expanded diameters, leading to inadequate
centralizing forces exerted on the casing (Xianglin et al., 2010).
As a consequence, gravity influences the casing during cementing,
causing downward displacement towards the wellbore and resulting
in the formation of an uneven annular gap around the casing, as
shown in Figure 1. Within the cementing operation, the presence of
an eccentric annular gap hinders the effective displacement of
drilling fluids during the cement slurry displacement process
(McLean et al., 1967). This leads to uneven cement thickness and
incomplete cementing around the wellbore after cementing (Salehi
and Paiaman, 2009; Zhao et al., 2016), preventing the cementing
quality in horizontal wells from meeting subsequent construction
requirements (Jung and Frigaard, 2022). In the hydraulic fracturing
development process, poor cementing effects in certain wellbore
sections can lead to issues such as inter-well interference (Zhao et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2023), cement sheath failure (Zhao et al., 2019;
Kuanhai et al., 2020), and casing deformation (Al Farsi, 2014; Han
et al., 2022; Shangyu et al., 2023).

In current research on casing centralizers, the focus has
primarily been on reducing the surface friction (Dall’Acqua et al.,
2022; Kinzel and Calderoni, 1995) and enhancing the design
strength of traditional centralizers to address the issue of high
down-entry friction (Javier et al., 2015; Rodrigue et al., 2019).
Efforts have been made to improve cementing by utilizing
modified bow-spring centralizers (Peckins et al., 2001). However,
there is limited research on the ineffective centralization
performance of conventional centralizers in expanded wellbores.

Mu et al. (Mu et al., 2020) addressed the demand for casing
centration in construction activities within expanded wellbore
sections by designing a novel centralizer. This tool employs an
underground hydraulic activation mechanism, which avoids issues
such as high down-entry friction during the centralizer’s
deployment, while also mitigating the potential damage to the

wellbore wall that can occur with traditional bow-spring
centralizers (Urdaneta Nava and Farley, 2020). It possesses the
advantages of providing strong downhole casing support and
meeting the requirements for centration during construction in
expanded wellbore sections of horizontal wells. Despite the
results, the current research lacks investigations on material
selection for the new centralizer, analysis of downhole conditions,
and evaluations of the centralization effects at the wellbore bottom.

In this study, a finite element analysis method was employed to
establish models for the wellbore-centralizer system and the
wellbore-centralizer-casing system, enabling mechanical analyses.
The investigation aimed to elucidate the influence patterns of
hydraulic conditions, materials, and operating conditions on the
centralization effectiveness of the hydraulic centralizer. Our works
in present paper are expected to offer valuable insights for enhancing
the casing centralization performance of hydraulic centralizers.

2 Structure andworkingmechanisms of
new centralizer

2.1 Structure of new centralizer

The casing centralizer primarily consists of the following
components, as illustrated in Figure 2. The coupling serves as the
connection point for the centralizer, ensuring the flow of fluids
within the tool towards the casing centralizer. The body is externally
designed with a thrust sleeve, thrust ring, hydraulic cylinder, spring
plates, connecting sleeve, and lower cone sleeve.

The thrust ring is positioned between the thrust sleeve and the
outer sleeve, employing an inverse tooth structure to prevent any
backward movement of the mechanism after forward motion.
Sealing rings are utilized to establish a seal between the thrust
sleeve, thrust ring, hydraulic cylinder, and the body, while
threaded sealing is employed between the remaining components
and the body. The arrangement and functionality of these
components contribute to the overall performance and
effectiveness of the casing centralizer.

2.2 Working principle

The casing centralizer is lowered into the well along with the
casing and positioned at the designated location, as shown in
Figure 3A. Once in place, the ball is sent into the well. The fluid
present within the well aids in the movement of the ball towards the
seat. Owing to the fact that the diameter of the seat is smaller than
that of the ball, the ball ceases movement upon reaching the seat. As
the pump pressure escalates, there is a corresponding increase in the
local pressure of the cylinder. This results in the ball becoming
hydraulically lodged onto the ball seat, thereby creating a sealed
environment. As the pressure builds up within the centralizer’s
hydraulic cylinder, and fluid enters the hydraulic cylinder through
the designated fluid inlet in the tool. The high-pressure fluid propels
the hydraulic cylinder forward, causing intermittent shear pin
failure and initiating stress concentration in the pre-determined
arched positions of the spring plates. This leads to the opening of the
spring plates at the arched positions, and the bottom spring plates

FIGURE 1
Illustration of the cementing effect of conventional well
supporters in conventional and borehole expansion wells.
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FIGURE 2
Brief diagram of the new casing centralizer.

FIGURE 3
Demonstration of the centralizer workflow.
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push the casing upward until the upper spring plates come into
contact with the wellbore wall.

A groove-shaped thrust sleeve is incorporated between the
hydraulic cylinder and the thrust sleeve to ensure that the spring
plates remain open even after pressure is released, thus ensuring the
centralization effectiveness of the entire tool, as depicted in
Figure 3B. The evenly distributed spring plates, activated by
hydraulic pressure from the hydraulic cylinder, ensure a uniform
opening, thereby guaranteeing the casing’s centration within the
wellbore space. After that, when the cement slurry returns to the
wellhead, the injection is stopped and the cement cement operation
is completed, as shown in Figure 3C.

3 Model description and numerical
simulation details

3.1 Simulation model

Spring plates are hydraulically actuated by the cylinder to
achieve the required deformation for casing centration. The
hydraulic cylinder of the tool incorporates a thrust shaft
component to enforce the centralizing force on the tubular
column through the spring plates. During the hydraulic
transmission process, the cylinder is propelled by hydraulic

pressure, which, in turn, drives the spring plates. The spring
plates are fixed to the lower fixed sleeve, and a simplified analysis
of the hydraulic casing centralizer model is conducted by
establishing the constraints between the cylinder, spring plates,
and fixed sleeve. The three-dimensional model is established, as
depicted in Figure 4.

A hydraulic load P is applied at the upper end of each
individual spring plate, which is pre-set with a certain
inclination angle. This configuration induces significant elastic-
plastic deformation at point M, exerting a thrust force FN on the
wellbore wall, as illustrated in Figure 5. The maximumMises stress
of the spring plates is selected as the evaluation criterion to analyze
the influence of the mesh density on the accuracy of the simulation
results.

During the function fitting process, it was found that the results
using Boltzmann function regression exhibits strong correlation and
minimal residuals, effectively describing the relationships between
pressure load and the displacement of the spring plate. This indicates
a clear physical interpretation. The Boltzmann function form for
characterizing the deformation of the spring plates is established as
follows:

y�A2+ A1 − A2( )
1 + e x−x0( )/dx( )( ) (1)

where, y represents the maximum deformation of the casing
centralizer, in millimeters; x denotes the applied load in MPa; A1,
A2, dx, and x0 are coefficients.

The actual performance of casing centralizers in downhole
operations is a crucial criterion for evaluating their design
effectiveness. Simulating real operating conditions allows for the
visual observation of the impact of casing centralizers on cementing
outcomes. In this study, models were developed to analyze the
construction sections, including a model with a conventional
wellbore diameter (ϕ215.9 mm) and a model with an expanded
wellbore diameter (ϕ311.2 mm), as shown in Figure 6.

Due to practical constraints, finite element modeling was
employed to establish a three-dimensional model of the casing
centralizer and the wellbore (Figure 7), enabling the simulation
of casing centralizer performance in both conventional and
expanded wellbore sections.

After setting the boundary conditions and meshing, a hydraulic
load was applied to the casing centralizer at the hydraulic cylinder.
Upon applying the load, the spring plates underwent deformation.

FIGURE 4
Structures of hydraulic cylinder, spring plates and connecting sleeve.

FIGURE 5
sketch of Spring plate structure.
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The centralization of the casing can be quantified using the
casing eccentricity, which is calculated as follows:

e � Ah − Ac

ε� 1− 2e
Dh −Dc

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (2)

In the equation, Ah represents the wellbore axis in mm; Ac

represents the casing axis in mm; e represents the casing eccentricity
in mm; ε represents the casing centralization in %; Dh represents the
wellbore diameter in mm; and Dc represents the outer diameter of
the casing in mm.

Assuming that the downhole tubulars are not influenced by the
downhole fluids, we establish a wellbore-casing centralizer-casing

FIGURE 6
Conventional wellbore and expanded wellbore models.

FIGURE 7
Demonstration of wellbore-casing centralizer model.

FIGURE 8
Wellbore-casing centralizer -casing model.
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model to evaluate the centralization performance of the tool, as
shown in Figure 8. The spacing between the casing centralizers in the
horizontal section of the well is set at 12.0 m (Lee et al., 1986). In the
model, a 15 m long horizontal section is designed, and a centralizer
is installed at the end of the casing to analyze the casing
centralization. Currently, most centralizers used in horizontal
wells are rigid centralizers. We establish a model for a
conventional rigid centralizer with the following parameters:
outer diameter of 172 mm, inner diameter of 60 mm, and tool
length of 500 mm. The horizontal well casing adopts an outer
diameter of 139.7 mm and an inner diameter of 121.4 mm.

3.2 Parameter description

The hydraulic cylinder and fixed sleeve are made of 35CrMo
material, while the material for the spring leaf is selected from
45 steel, 35CrMo, and 60Si2Mn. Parameters of the three materials
are listed in Table 1.

The downhole condition simulation involves simulating the
opening of the casing centralizer in the wellbore and applying
fixed constraints around the wellbore, as shown in Figure 9.
When the spring plates are opened and supported against the
wellbore wall, it is assumed that there is no sliding between the
spring plates and the wellbore wall, and sliding friction contact is
neglected. The outer surface of the spring plates is assumed to
have full-face contact with the inner wall of the wellbore. The
remaining components of the tool are designed with general
contact.

3.3 Grid independence verification

To ensure the reliability of the grid partitioning in the numerical
model, grid independence verification was performed. The hydraulic
casing centralizer is primarily responsible for providing centering
and aligning effects for the casing, thus the focus of the grid
independence study is on the spring plate.

The numerical simulation experiment with grid independence
analysis was conducted under the boundary condition of hydraulic
pressure of 70 MPa. The results, as shown in the Figure 10, indicate
that when the number of grids exceeds 100,000, the relative error of
the maximum equivalent displacement remains within 5%.
Considering the impact on computational resources, a global
seed size of 1 was selected, resulting in a total of 105,780 grids.

The spring plate, outer sleeve, and wellbore components were
discretized using 8-node linear reduced integration hexahedral
elements (C3D8R) for grid partitioning, while the lower and upper
connecting sleeves were discretized using conventional 10-node
tetrahedral elements (C3D10). The grid partitioning results are
shown in Figure 11.

4 Result and analysis

4.1 Material preference

To investigate the impact of hydraulic load on the spring plate,
finite element analysis was conducted on an individual spring plate

TABLE 1 Parameters for 45 steel, 35CrMo, and 60Si2Mn.

Material name Density (kg/m3) Modulus of elasticity (GPa) Yield strength (MPa) Poisson’s ratio

45 steel 7,890 205 355 0.269

35CrMo 7,890 213 835 0.286

60Si2Mn 7,740 206 1,176 0.290

FIGURE 9
Boundary condition setting. FIGURE 10

The relationship between the number of grid cells and the
maximum equivalent force.
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made of 45 steel material. The analysis yielded the relationship
between the load and the deformation of the spring plate, as
illustrated in Figure 12.

The data shown in Figure 12 were fitted, resulting in the
relationship between the hydraulic load and the maximum
deformation of the spring plate. The fitted equation is as follows:

y� 414.30996+ −414.0554
1 + e x−121.70546( )/12.82619( )( ) (3)

The fitted curve, with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.99961
(>0.99), indicates a good fit. According to Eq. 3, when a load of
93.64 MPa is applied at the end of a single spring plate, the
maximum deformation at the top of the spring plate reaches
41.001 mm. This meets the construction requirements for the
majority of expanded diameter well sections.

Finite element analysis was conducted on the aforementioned
spring plates made of the three different materials to obtain the
relationship between the maximum Mises stress, as well as the
displacement at the top of the spring plates (Figure 13).

As shown in Figure 13A, with increasing pressure load, the
maximum Mises stress of the spring plates made of the three
materials rapidly increases. The rate of increase is higher for the
structures made of 60Si2Mn and 35CrMo materials compared to that
made of 45 steel. After the pressure load exceeds 60MPa, the maximum
Mises stress of the structures made of 60Si2Mn and 35CrMo materials
remains below their yield strengths, while the structure made of 45 steel
exceeds 355MPa and undergoes yielding. During the pressure load stage
between 60MPa and 100MPa, the maximum Mises stress of the
structures made of 60Si2Mn and 35CrMo materials still remains
below their yield strengths, indicating elastic behavior throughout the
loading phase. However, the structure made of 45 steel experiences
plastic deformation in elements after the pressure load exceeds 60MPa.

Figure 13B illustrates that the displacement at the top of the
spring plates made of the three materials increases with the
increasing pressure load. However, the structure made of 45 steel
exhibits the most significant increase. Specifically, above 60 MPa, the
rate of displacement increased exponentially for the structure made
of 45 steel, compared to just linear increases for the other two
materials. In the case of the expanded section of the wellbore, where
the outer diameter of the wellbore reaches 311.2 mm, the structure

FIGURE 11
Component assembly and meshing.

FIGURE 12
Relationship between hydraulic load and maximum deformation
of spring plate.
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made of 45 steel satisfies the construction requirements. However,
the other two materials are not capable of meeting the on-site
demands effectively, as shown in Table 2.

In summary, the structure made of 45 steel exhibits plastic
deformation when the load exceeds 60 MPa. The rate of increase in
displacement at the top of the structure also becomes more
significant. Due to the occurrence of plastic deformation, the
deformed structure does not exhibit elastic recoil. On the other
hand, the structures made of the other two materials remain in the
elastic phase throughout the entire load application, and their top
displacement fails to meet the on-site conditions. Therefore, 45 steel
is selected as the material for the spring plates.

4.2 Evolution of stress-strain process

Numerical simulation was conducted to analyze the spring plates in
models with different wellbore diameters. The simulation results reveal
that in the wellbore sample with a diameter of 215.9 mm, the casing
centralizer is positioned at the center of the wellbore, with the spring
plates protruding by a distance of 14.10 mm and closely adhering to the
wellbore wall, indicating good centralization performance. The
simulation further indicates that after contacting the wellbore wall,
the spring plates in the ϕ215.9 mm wellbore continue to move
forward, providing additional internal compression force. This
increases the contact area between the spring plates and the wellbore
wall, enhances the internal squeezing force, and improves the
centralization performance of the tool. In the wellbore sample with a
diameter of 311.2 mm, the casing centralizer is also positioned at the

center of the wellbore, with the spring plates protruding by a distance of
61.45 mm and closely adhering to the wellbore wall. After the spring
plates are in contact with the wellbore wall, the provided stop-retreat axle
locks the hydraulic cylinder and provides a reactive force to the spring
plates for centralization, ensuring the working performance of the casing
centralizer. Figure 14 illustrates the 10-s deformation process of the
spring plates in the wellbore.

The spring plate is a crucial component of the casing centralizer
that provides the centralization effect. To analyze the centralization
performance of the casing centralizer more effectively, the finite
element calculation results of the spring plate were extracted and
analyzed separately, as shown in Figure 15.

The resulting contour plots illustrate the Mises stress distribution
and plastic strain distribution of the spring plate after deformation in
both the non-expanded and expanded wellbores, as shown in Figure 15.
In the non-expandedwellbore, the hydraulic pressure continues to push
the hydraulic cylinder forward, exerting pressure on the rear of the
casing centralizer, leading to stress concentration in the arch region. In
the contour plot of the non-expanded wellbore, the maximum Mises
stress is 383.4 MPa, and the maximum plastic strain is 0.001386. In the
contour plot of the expanded wellbore, the maximum Mises stress is
492.4 MPa, and the maximum plastic strain is 0.07740.

From the contour plots, it can be observed that stress concentration
occurs in the arch region of the spring plate, accompanied by plastic
deformation in that area, as shown in Figure 15. In the expand wellbore
section, each spring plate exhibits a top displacement of approximately
61.45 mm, as shown in Figure 14B. At this point, the hydraulic cylinder
advances by 18.27 mm, while the design of the casing centralizer allows
for a maximum cylinder displacement of 28 mm. The simulation results

FIGURE 13
Relationship between pressure load and (A) maximum Mises stress and (B) tip displacement of different materials.

TABLE 2 Comparison between different materials.

Material name Transformation type Conventional borehole requirements Borehole expansion well requirements

45 steel Elastic plastic deformation Satisfaction Satisfaction

35CrMo Elastic deformation Satisfaction No satisfaction

60Si2Mn Elastic deformation Satisfaction No satisfaction
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demonstrate that the casing centralizer is capable of meeting the
requirement of centralizing the casing in the horizontal expanded
wellbore section.

4.3 Application effectiveness forecast

Two types of casing centralizers, namely, the new centralizer and
the conventional rigid centralizer, were installed at the ends of the

casing string. Finite element analysis was conducted to determine
the vertical displacement of the casing using these two centralizers,
and the results are presented in Figure 16.

The data extracted from the numerical simulation results were
used to calculate the eccentricity of the casing. The results are
presented in Figure 17.

Figure 17A shows that the eccentricity at the location of the
casing centralizer in the expanded section of the wellbore is zero.
Due to gravity, the axis of the casing deviates from the wellbore axis

FIGURE 14
Deformation profile of the casing retainer in the wellbore model.
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in the middle section of the casing. By contrast, when using
conventional rigid centralizers, their limited correcting effect in
the expanded section prevents the casing from being centered,
resulting in suboptimal centralization of the entire casing. To
better present the evaluation criteria, Figure 17A is replotted in
terms of the centralization degree in Figure 17B. It is clear that the
centralization degree of the casing with conventional centralizers is
significantly lower than that with new casing centralizers. The
optimal centralization occurs at the position of the rigid
centralizer installation, with a centralization degree of
approximately 69.82%, while the worst centralization occurs at
the midpoint between the two centralizer installation positions,

with a centralization degree of approximately 43.14%. The
average centralization degree of the casing with rigid centralizers
is 55.58%. On the other hand, the casing equipped with hydraulic
casing centralizers exhibits optimal centralization at the centralizer
placement position, with a centralization degree of 100%. The worst
centralization occurs at the midpoint between the two centralizer
installation positions, with a centralization degree of approximately
73.25%. The average centralization degree of the casing with casing
centralizers is 85.74%.

Based on the results of numerical simulations, comparisons of
casing eccentricity and centralization, it was observed that the degree
of centralization for casing strings equipped with conventional rigid

FIGURE 15
Deformation results of spring plate in horizontal wells.

FIGURE 16
Comparison of deformation contours of (A) new casing centralizer and (B) conventional casing centralizer.
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centralizers was suboptimal, with deviations occurring at the
centralizer installation. However, the implementation of a new
centralizer design has addressed this issue, resulting in an
increase in the average degree of casing centralization by 30.16%.

4.4 Indoor experimental verification

An indoor experiment was conducted to test the effectiveness of
the new casing centralizer. In this experiment, we used clear water to
replace the cement slurry circulating in the casing and conducted the
experiment at room temperature. We used hydraulic testing to
evaluate the performance of the new casing centralizer (Figure 18).

Based on the experimental conditions described above, the
following results were obtained.

1. The spring leaf opened smoothly. When the pump pressure rose
to 12 MPa, the shear pin was cut off, and the spring leaf quickly
expanded.

2. After maintaining a pressure of 30 MPa for 20 min, the test pump
showed no pressure drop, and the spring plates did not retract
upon pressure release. This indicates that the hydraulic cylinder
exhibited good sealing performance.

3. After 24 h, measurements were taken of the spring plates, which
remained in an open state without any rebound. The deformation
observed in the arched position of the spring plates aligned with
both numerical and experimental results, providing evidence that

the casing centralizer can effectively maintain the centralization
of the casing string.

These results demonstrate that the casing centralizer effectively
ensures the expansion and sealing of the spring plates, verifies the
sealing performance of the hydraulic cylinder, and confirms the
ability of the new centralizer to maintain proper centralization of the
casing string.

5 Conclusion

To investigate the material selection for the new centralizer and
evaluate its centralization effects under actual operating conditions,
in this work, a spring plate model was established, models of a
conventional wellbore-casing centralizer system and an expanded
wellbore-casing centralizer system were established to determine the
effect of the casing centralizer in the horizontal section, and a
wellbore-casing centralizer-casing model was established. A
comparative analysis was conducted between a conventional rigid
centralizer and the casing centralizer. The findings lead to the
following conclusions.

1. Based on the displacement of the spring plate’s top end, the
material for the casing centralizer was optimized, and it was
determined that the spring plate performed optimally whenmade
of 45 steel.

FIGURE 17
Comparison between (A) the conventional rigid centralizer and (B) the new centralizer in terms of eccentricity and casing centralization degree.

FIGURE 18
Activated centralizer with the spring plate open.
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2. Modeling results show that the spring plates of the casing
centralizer experienced stress concentration and plastic
deformation in the arched region, preventing the spring plates
from rebounding while increasing the displacement at the top
end, thereby enhancing their effectiveness.

3. The average casing centralization when using the conventional
rigid centralizer was 55.58%, while the new casing centralizer
achieved 85.74% centralization. This resolves the issues of high
friction during the installation of conventional rigid centralizers
and poor casing centralization. In laboratory tests using water as
the medium, the spring plates rapidly expanded when the pump
pressure reached 12 MPa. The spring plates remained in their
expanded state without any rebound after 24 h.
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